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Today we finally got our >10p pullback: “The King is dead. Long live the King”. I say this as we’re now entering another 

area of uncertainty; and I will need 4 charts to cover those. Here it goes. Fig. 1A: As you know, I prefer to define 

waves with >10p pullbacks. This is somewhat like OEW, but please note that OEW uses additional criteria as well, 

that I can’t share. Since I labeled the prior >10p pullback as nano-ii, I need to label today’s low (a 12p drop) as nano-

iv of micro-3. Simple. BUT, Fig. 1B shows that last Wednesday the S&P hit the 1.618x extension of nano-i, at SPX2498, 

dropped last Thursday morning and then started to rally to the 2.000x extension, via what counts well as 5 waves up 

(to the atto level!), exactly as forecasted. Using the Fib-extension targets we thus have nano-iii and v complete. 

Fig.1A is my preferred count in this case because waves can extend and don’t have to adhere to standard Fib 

extensions. 

Figure 1. A) Using >10p swings suggest nano-iv of micro-3 or minor-c/3 completed. B) using Fib-extensions suggests 

micro-3 or minor-c completed at SPX2509. 

 
 

The ideal target zone for the possible micro-3 would be the 1.382 to 1.618x extensions: SPX2519-2531. The current 

SPX2509 level is “only” 1.19x 1, which argues in favor of the first count. Using a nano-v=nano-i relationship (2447-

>2470 = 23p) from today’s low (2497) targets: 2497+23=2520. Right on target for the 1.382x extension. Thus, a break 

over SPX2510 tells us we’re on our way to SPX2520. A break below SPX2497 opens the door to gap fill at SPX2487, 

which could be a potential micro-4. That’s my alternate view. 
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The hourly charts below support each case, though showing the larger irregular b-wave counts. Using the major-3 

at SPX2491 count (Fig. 2B), intermediate-b can then extend to… drum roll please... SPX2519. Price is now in a c-wave 

up that consists, typically, of 5 waves. Minute-v= i, similarly to the prior nano-v = i, thus targets SPX2520.  

Kind of similarly to Fig. 1B; price came within 1p of the ideal irregular b-wave scenario using the “major-3 at SPX2484” 

count (see Fig. 2B). Price can go marginally higher (SPX2510), but anything above that and this count can be 

eliminated. Hence, the next few days will be very interesting. Please remember, it is still a bull till it isn’t, so we’ll 

have to look higher first and foremost. Thus, Fig 1A and Fig 2B are my preferred counts. Interestingly, the NYA and 

DJIA support Fig 1A, whereas the NAS supports the count in Fig 1B… Go figure… 😉  

 

Figure 2. A) Irregular b-wave can still extend to SPX2520. B) SPX2510 target reached. Turn now or the count dies. 
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Albeit the 12p intra-day drop, the daily chart of the S&P shows no obvious change compared to yesterday as price 

closed higher still: Price remains above all SMAs, which are all pointing up and above important trendline support. 

Regarding the latter, price found nicely support at the lower trendline of the current uptrend. The MACD and RSI5 

continue to point up, while the MFI didn’t confirm today’s higher close. Hence, this chart continues to be bullish, 

which would allow for the SPX2519 target to be reached 

 

However, and although not the do-all-end-all method, there is a nice 21/22 day cycle for the current intermediate-v 

wave. Depending on how to count the recent advance off the SPX2417 low (include that same day, or the next) then 

today market either the 21st or 22nd day and would suggest the uptrend from a timing perspective should have 

ended. But, the chart’s set up doesn’t give us any inclination so take it for now as an interesting factoid until proven. 

 

Figure 2. SPX daily TI chart: 100% Bullish. Possible 21/22day cycle completed today. 

 

21 days 22 days 

22 days 21-22 days… 
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Not shown today, but the NYA’s daily RSI5 reached 91.5 today. It’s 2nd highest reading since the rally off the February-

2016 low started (highest was December 11, 2016 for minor-3 of intermediate-iii of major-3). I must go back to late-

May 2014 to find a similarly high RSI5 reading. The index then dropped the next 3 days 1.3% before the rally resumed 

marginally higher and the infamous July correction set in. In the big Bull run of 2013 NYA’s RSI5 never reached >91. 

There were four readings of around ~90; the first resulted in a choppy rally higher over the next 2-3 weeks until a 

much larger correction set in. The 2nd let two a 1-day marginal higher high followed by a 30-day 4.5% correction. The 

3rd let to a month long 4.7% correction, whereas the 4th also directly led to a 30-day 6.7% correction. The latter three 

all started without any warning (e.g. no negative divergences anywhere). Early September 2012 had a RSI5 of 89+ 

and also let to an 8.0% correction over the next 2 months. January 3, 2011 started off with an RSI5 of 90.5 and the 

market dropped 2% for a few days before resuming the uptrend into May 2011. In November 2010, the RSI5 also 

peaked at 90.5 and the market dropped (again without any – div) 5.5% before resuming the uptrend. 

Then in March 2010 there were two daily RSI5 values higher than today. Both came in rapid succession and the 

market barely corrected before resuming its uptrend higher for another month plus until it corrected in to the July 

2010 lows: >15% below the price levels when the high RSI5 levels were given. 

The first such high daily RSI5 reading for this Bull since the March 2009 low, occurred late-July 2009. The market 

corrected 2.1% for two days, before rallying into its early 2010 high. 

Hence there are only 11 occasions with RSI5>90 since this Bull started in 2009, and these high RSI5 readings can lead, 

without warning, to larger corrections. In some case the market corrects 1-2% before marching higher and then 

starts correcting to well-below the price levels at which the high RSI5 reading was given. Given where I see the 

market currently, a 1-2% correction (micro-4), followed by marginal higher highs (micro-5, minute-v) to complete 

major-3 and then a larger major-4 would fit the in general patterns described here. 
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The S&P500’s McClellan Oscillator (MO) ended today at +31. A 2p point increase over Tuesday. The more well-known 

NYMO ended down 2p at 30, not confirming today’s higher high in that index. The DJI-MO, however, ended up 10p 

at 50 confirming the higher prices, while the NDX-MO also ended down 5p at 0. The NDX-SI is starting to roll over 

but no sell signal yet; and exemplifies the currently weaker tech sector compared to the cycle DJIA and NYA. 

Nonetheless, the Summation Index (SPXSI) buy signal remains. Buy/long it is. Simple.  

The percent stocks in the S&P above their 50d SMA dropped 3p today to 65.4, while those above their 200d SMA 

increased 2p to 71,0. Bit of a mixed bag. 

The $CPCE (equities only put/call ratio; a contrarian indicator at extreme levels: >0.9 bottom imminent, <0.55 top 

imminent) ended at 0.61 today. Down 5p from Tuesday: noise levels. My 21d EMA of the $CPCE study, was posted 

today. Please click here.  

Figure 5. SPXSI remains on a buy, now RSI14 oversold but can last for weeks. 

 
 

  

https://investingintelligent.com/2017/09/20/are-consistently-low-putcall-ratios-bad-for-the-stock-market/
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In conclusion: Today we finally got the >10p pullback on the S&P right from the ideal SPX2502-2508 target zone 

mentioned in the weekend update.  

 

Regarding the irregular intermediate-b wave: the market can now decide to roll over and target SPX2400 or tag on 

one more wave up to SPX2520 before doing that. The 21/22 day cycle, which has been pretty consistent for 

intermediate-v, was reached today.  

 

Regarding the Bullish count, my preferred view is that nano-iii and nano-iv of micro-3 topped and bottomed today; 

with a rally to SPX2520 next. Once micro-3 completes we should see the next larger (20p) correction for micro-4. As 

long as price remains above SPX2480 this count has most merit considering we’re dealing with a bull market. 

 

NYA’s RSI5 level reached peak levels, which have rarely been seen during this Bull (only 11 times >90). The general 

pattern suggests a few days of correcting 1-2% before the uptrend resumes. But, 10+% corrections right of the bat 

have occurred as frequent.  Market breadth for the cyclicals (NYA, DJIA) remains strong, but weak for the NDX.  

 

ALOHA  

Soul, Ph.D.  
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